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THE 	 The purpose of this preliminary meeting is to determine 

after obtaining the opinions of those cr esent what course 

should be pursued by this Commission. My own opinion - Which 

is open to change &I I can be pursuaded that there is a better 

course - is that it will be best to hear formal evidence in 

Melbourne today with the object of ascertaining from thet 

evidence and from maps of thie localities concerned the extent 

of the recent bush fires, and having envisaged as well as 

possible the course of those fires to proceed to , -)laces at the 

site of or near by the fires where people who can hive evidence 

are now situated. 	It is my personal view that the best method 

to approach this problem is to collect whatever local evidence 

is avallabie at first hand and T propose to leave Melbourne 

as early as possible on the projected tour Ad. ib that end in 

view. 	If any gentlemen present have any suggestions 1w ill 

be pleased to hear them. 

STOA4TIIIII.,: I am not in a position at present to indicate the evidence 

that will be called by the hardwood -nillers 1  Association but 

I can furnish particulars to the Secretary of t he Commission 

tomorrow. 	It is proposed to call evidezice to show the extent 

of the fires in our particular areas az d the losses that have 

occurred to the sawmilling industry generally. 	That evidence 

will be available on Thursday. 

TER COWISSIOlibri: It will be sufficient if you will indicate to the 

Secretary or ;.,r. Gowaas the names of t he witnesses you intend 

to call and the nature of the evidence they will give. 

MR. SLAT t: An officer of the Forests Commission is prepared to give 

formal evidence this afternoon as to the nature and extent of 

the fires, 	At this stage I t ake it that it is not desired 

that he should be presented for cress-examination. 

001EdISSIONER: No, I do not wish any contest to arise on the formal 

evidence. 	Anybody wishing to cross-examine the witness 

referred to will have ample opportunity at a later stage. 
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a re merely doing the ground work today and dealing with 

non-contentious natters. Later, if anybody wished to call 

evidence, following the usual procedure, it will be led by 

ill'. (Iowans and any Counsel or advocate will have the right 

to cross-examine. At this stage, however, I do not wish 

to ha ve any cross-examination on merely formal matters. 

14R. GOWAN'S: I am prepared to lead some evidence which will be mainly 

of this nature: 	some maps of Victoria will be erodu.oed which 

will show the areas  affected by t he fires and t he approximate 

limit of the fire areas. 	Special areas will be delineated on 

the maps to show where the fires occurred at their greatest 

intensity. Therew ill be a special map and an aerial fire 

patrol map of the Central Forest Division. 	There w ill be 

set out the situations of the vatious mills that were burnt 

out and the situations of other mills that have been preserved. 

It will indicate the places where there has been loss of life 

and the number of people who lost their lives 	eee particutar 

localities. 

I also propose to put in as formal evidence the 

regulations under the Forests Act and any amendments of those 

Regulations, proclamation a which have been issued since the 

beginning of t he present Beason and the Annum Reports of the 

Forests Commission for the past seven years since 1962, showing 

when serious fires occurred, together with a general statement 

of the cause of the fires which has been compiled from the 

Reports furnished by officers of t he Forests Commission durip 

that :period. 	Before doing so I would like to ask permission 

to refer generally to the legislation affecting the Forests Comet 

ission and the control of bush fires, 	That is contained mainly 

in the Forests Act 1928 which I merely propose tendering 
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to the Secretary of the Commission unless it is desired that 

it be marked as an Exhibit, 

THE COMMISSIOKEet: ho, I do not think that is necessary. 

tAR.G0'eAi45: I refer in particular to three sections. 	The first is 

Section 40 which requires the Forests Commission to prepare 

reports as follows (read.). 	There are s et out a number of 

subject matters which are to be covered by the reports. 

Sub-paragraph (a) (4) is as follows: (read). 	Section 68 

provides as follows: (Read). 	'ene various sub-sections of 

Section 68 set out the sanctions, etc, for putting that into 

operation, 	Clause 5 of the Section states: (read.) and 

Section. 9 provides as follows: (read,) Sub-section (3 ) states 

as follows: (read,), 

All I desire to do a t this stage is to direct a ttention 

to the fact that the Commission is established under the Forests 

At for the maintenance of forests as such, 	It becomes 

obvious on reading the Section that the object of this Legislatiox 

is the preservation of floreets, and State forests in particular, 

It is riot general legislation aimed a t the preservation of 

life or property. 	I have tried to ascertain whether there 

is any legislation requiring the iraposition of safeguards in,  

regard to life cr property in general, whether connected with 

State forests or otherwise, and it appears to me that section 20 

of the Police Offences Act contains practically the only 

legislation that deals with that matter, 	Apart from that I 

do not think there is any general legislation in Victoria aimed 

at preventing bush fires as affecting the point of view of the 

community in general. 	I now propose to call i1ir, Torbet of t he  

Forests Commission to give formal evidsiiice. 

ARD l'ORBET Sworn and examined: 

MR. GOINADIS: Vvba t i  i s your full name?--Reginald Edward Torbet. 
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I am an officer employed by the Forests Commission and I hold 

the position of Field Officer in Charge of Forest Protection 

for the whole of Victoria, 	I produce a map of Victoria showing 

the Barest reserves. 	The purple outline represents approximately 

the areas in Victoria over which fires have burnt durine, the 

past season, 	The red-shaded areas indicate where the fires 

have been of major intensity. 

	EXHIBIT "A"..... 	 .. 	of Victoria showing forest areas 
with fire areas coloured purple ea d 
red. 

I also produce a large scale map of the sane area 

marked in the same way as exhibit A. 

"B" 	 Large scale map of Victoria showing 
forest areas with fire areas coloured 
purple and red, 

This map shows the same areas and has toe same purpose 

as Exhibit "A", 	These maps are compiled from information 

obtained from Forest office' s througaout the state but at the 

present stage they are only approximate. 	Our information is 

not complete, 

I produce an aerial fire control map of the Central 

Forest Division. 

...... EXHIBIT "C" 	 Aerial fire control map of the  
Central Forest Division, 

That map shows the mills that have been burnt out and 

those that have been preserved to date, 	The red circle 

denotes the former and the green circles indicate the mills 

that have escaped t he fires, 	The names oft he mills are shown, 

So far a s that area is concerned the map also shows where lives 

were lost sl d the number of deaths in each case, 	The greele 

shading is the area of reserve forests. 	The uncoloured portion 

is either Crown Lands or private property, Atthe moment I 

have no maps showing particulars of other areas. 

Nth. 0010VANS: From the information that the Commission has in its 
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possession to date, what is the number of lives lost in 

Victoria because of bush f fres during January of t his year?----

70 or 71. 

THERE was a death yeats' day?---V'e $1 have only press reports of that. 

I produce a schedule setting out the acreage of unalienated 

Grown lands in Victoria. 

	EXHIBIT "D" 	 Schedule showing areas of LIM ti m- 
ated land in the State of Victoria 
as at let January, 1939, 

THE cotaissi Qv-Loa: Opposite the name kaawelltown there appears in 

Roman figures the number. XVII. 	What does that mean?---It 

represents a land mark on the spot in Roman numerals for the 

purpose of enabling the aerial patrol to pick up its location, 

It has no relation to this inquiry. 	The schedule shows that 

the total area of unalienated land is 23,490,082 acres. 

Then there are details set out of the unoccupied 

portions of those unalienated Crown lands, 	Those areas total 

878,090 acres, 	About half of that i  is held under grazing 

lease; sJrne in ordinary unoccupied Crown land not under 

lease or licence, 	Then the remaining area, other than 

unoccupied Crown land, is set out. 	There are about 12,000,00o 

acres consisting of State forests etc., 	It may y be of some 

importance subsequently to ascertain where and t o wh at extent 

grazing licences have been issued. 

I also put in the regulations under the Forests Act 

and U.) e amendment s the re to, 

	 -EXHIBIT "E". 	 Regulations under Forest Act 
and Amendments. 

MR. GOViANS: A copy of a proclamation pursuant to Section 69 of 

the Forests Act promulgated on 21st november 1938 will 

also be put in. Section 69 of t he Act gives power to 

the Minister upon the report of the Forests Commission 

that the season is one that is conducive to bush fires 

to issue a proclamation in regard to the lighting of 
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fires in certain areas, etc.. 	You produce a copy of t hat 

proclamation?—Yes. 

. 	EXHIBIT "F"... 	 Copy of proclamation pursuant to 
Section. 69 of Forests Act r:romul-
gated on 21st November, 1938. 

I produce copies of the Annual Reports made by the Forests 

Comriission from 1932 onwards. 	(13th to 19th Reports 

inclusive). 

	 EXHIBIT "G". 	 Copies of Annual Reports by 
Forest a Commi ssion, 

MR. (IOWANS: Those reports are yr de in pursuance of Section 40 of the 

Act, 	The Forests C.:orn ,eission is required to report who t steps 

it has taken in regard to the prevention of bush fires and 

the preservation of forests, 	I do not propose to read any 

of the reports at this stage, 

	

THE 03MMISSIONER: No, 	I can inform myself in private about them. 

Perhaps they will be discussed publicly later on. 

MR. CT (MANS: I now produce a Statemmt of Causes of fires made up from 

Reports of Forest officers over the la t seven years. 

	

"H". 	 .. 	..... ...Statement of Causes. 

I understand that that does not include the fires in January of this 

year?---14o, it is exclusive of those fires, 

THE COMMISSIONER: That is the history of Causes over the last seven 

years?.---Yes. 	it is compiled from the reports received from 

the District officers throughout the State as to the causes 

of fires within their respective districts. 	We have resident 

officers throuqhout the State. 

MR. GOWANS: Is this form of report that I submit to you still used 

by forest officers througlout the State and is it the basis of 

the statement which has just been put in?--Yee. 

	EXHIBIT 	 of Report used by Forest 
Off icers. 

I have not ha4 an opportunity of studing that Statement of Causes 

but I understand that it sets out the Causes of Forest fires 

during the last seven years where it has been possible to 

ascertain them. 
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COMMISS'IOMR: A multiplicity of causes is set forth in the statement, 

MR. GOV/ANS: It attributes the responsibility to the various classes of 

prople, graziers, hikers and so on, so fare a it has been 

possible to do so. 	(To witness) I suppose that in the case 

of a large number of fires your officers are not in a position 

to indicate the cause ,i th any certainty?---That is so. 	Those 

causes a re goner a lly designate d "unknown". 

THE COMMISSIONER: Does anybody desire to ask any questions - not so 

much by way of cress-examination but to elicit further 

informat ion? 

(To witness): I suppose that your officers necessarily 

act on what information they can ga ther. 	They w ould seldom 

assign the cause of the fires from direct observation?---It 

would be seldo41 from direct observation, 

With forest officers about, I suppose people would be very careful?---

Undoubtedly. 	The forest officers rely on what they hear, 

their knowledge of the district, a a nd the class of work that is 

going on in that particular district. 	For example, a stream 

may be frequented by fishermen and others. 	Every outbreak 

of fire is reported whether it is large or small. 

It is part of your duty to make those reports?---Yes, 

Do you know what was the general tendency of these fires - the general 

physical direction during Jana fly. 	Can you say whether the 

prevailing tendency was fa them to burn in a southerly direction 

assisted by a north winds, or something of' that sort?---The 

start of the disadtrous fires occurred on January 8th. 	The fire 

started and was driven by a north-westerly wind which changed to 

a westerly and later to a south-westerly driving the fires 
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in a more or less northerly direction, 	On the following 

day the wind changed to a northerly one and the main bulk of 

of the damage waa done by fires driven by northerly winds, 

Were there various outbreaks in different parts of the State at or 

about the same time?- There were numerous outbreaks, 

Many of them leading to the large fire which woald no doubt join with 

some other fire as it started?---That undoubtedly happened, 

Where were the first outbreaks reported from?--The fire w bleb may be 

called the forerunner of the most disastrous fire occurred in 

the T.00langi district just north of Healesville. It originated 

in the vicinity of the township of Kinglake, 	That fire 

commenced on 1st January and was confined over the next two 

days to pritaate proPerty. 	It then entered the Forest reserve - 

it started west of the reserve and t hen entered Ale reserve, 

It wa.a held under control until the 8th January when under the 

influence of a very strong north-westerly wind it got out of 

control. 	By reason of the wind changing to west a nd south- 

west  that fire then burned in a northerly direction through 

the Black Range country towards Yea. 

It burned with a general northerly trend?--Yes. 

Is that the fire which ultimately reached aarbethong?---yes, 

Would you say that this fire which con enced in. the Toolangi district 

was the fire which went across country and swept liarbethong?---- 

I would say tta t it was probably the fire whic h swept liarbethong, 

the township of kiealesville and the Acheron Way. 

That was one of the first, if not the first, outbreak of a serious 

nature that was reported?- 	s 

Were there any other serious fires in that vicinity?---Yes. 	About 

3 o'clock on the afternoon of Sunday 8th January another 

fire started on the Yea road near the township of Glenburn, 

It was driven by a south-westerly wind and joined up with 
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the main fire which was further inland. 	It was travelling 

roughly in a northerly direction. 

You are now talking about the area shown here (indicating on map) ?---- 

It is the northern part of t he circular cokoured piece at the 

left, 	It is approximately the centre of the map, 

V.ere there any other serious outbreaks?---Serious outbreaks occurred 

in the Rubicon forest. 	One fire to that reserve was undoubtedly 

caused by lightning, but that fire was brought under control. 

The fire from the Toolangi side burned the intervening country 

and it is quite possible that a. spark from it may have jumped 

into the Rubicon and set it aflame. 	On the other hand, there 

may have been other fires which came from the north and joined 

up with the fire caused by lightning to devastate the whole 

of that region, 

Does that exhaust that district?---No, theru is another one. 	A fire 

burnt from roughly about the township of Warburton proceeding 

alo c ,  the Yarra Valley to the place known a s McVeigh ts 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 11.) 
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On Friday the 13th January it was driven by a northerly wind. 

That fire swept south through the Noojee country. 	That is a 

pretty large area. At the same tine fires were burning in the 

country surrounding Erica and the Aberfeldie River Valley. 

Those had been burning ibr some few days, end although they 

were under oontrol they were not out. 	They were driven by the 

high winds for the whole of that w eekfrom the 8th to the 15th 

January. 	A considerable amount of damage was done in that 

region. 	Those are the only regions I an able to give inform- 

ation on a t present. 

'Ere' COMISSIONER: You cannot tell me anything about the country 

north of elaffra?--tio, I cannot. 

Can you give any information about the Bright-Omeo section that is 

marked on the map?--Our indications are that a considerable 

number of fires had been burning in thee area for a considerable 

period, al d were doing comparatively little damage until such 

time as the high winds rose, when they were driven by a fierce 

gale when there was a. considerable amount of damage to both 

Crown land s and or.i vs, to proper ty. 

The cumulation of their destructive ibrce being a bout Friday the 

13th January?---Yes, about Friday the 13th, 

Can you tell the Commission anything about the fel. rt marked "tipper 

Murray“?---No, I am not conversant with that, 

There is s smal ler area - the Oxley district?---That is in the region 

of Mansfield. 

Viould they be bush fires or grass fires?---Bush fires mainly. 	It 

burnt over a considerable area of forest land and a t times was 

dangerous to forest settlenents; but geerally it was confined 

to the forest land. It burnt with a severe intensity. 

Then, of course, there is th e western side of Victoria, in the Otway 

Forest?--Unfortunately serious fires occurred as late as 
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jesterday in the Otway district and our reports are necessarily 

very incomplete at the present time . 

To sure arise your evidence on one point, would it be correct to say 

that in some case s these fires had been burning for some degree 

of time before their cumulation on Friday the 13th?--That 

is correct. 

I am not takingthis as conclusive evidence, because I hope to get 

evidence from perhaps eye-witnesses; but are you in a position 

to tell the Commission to what causes your Department assign 

these outbreaks? Do you knori bow they were originally lit; 

for instance, you have stated that one was kindled by heavy 

lightning?---The fire which I term the Toolangi fire started on 

on -priva to property in the vic inity of t he township of 

Kinglake, 	At this stage I am not prepared to submit causes 

for the remainder of the fires, 

In your experience are any appreciable proportion of the fires which 

break out in this State caused by what one might term matural 

cause; and not by human agency?--A very low percentage are 

caused by natural agencies, 

It ia generally the human agency responsible?--Absolutely. 

he have read a number of controversies in certain -papers and magazines 

about a piece of glass causing fires. 	Have you had any 

scientific advice on that qudation?---I have had no scientific 

advice, but I know of no proven •case where glass has caused 

a fire, 

Dave you considered the question of spontaneous combustion - whatever 

that may mean?--I have no evidence to offer on that point, 

except my own observations. 

What have they led yea to believe?---In the higher elevations where 

the debris and humus growth on me ground is densest and 

thickest are the places where one would expect fires if 

they were caused by spontaneous combustion, yet we find 
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that those places are the areas in which fires occur the least, 

They are the least accessible to mankind, I suppose?..--Not necessarily 

the least accessible. 

But the least frequented?--Yes, the least frequented, 

I want you gentlemen, in addition to Mr. GOWEillb st  to understand this is 

mere prima facie evid 'nee, 	I am not belittling the evidence 

of tip e witness but necessarily it is not that o f an eye-

witness of anything that happened. 	These are Inere theories 

being (eat forward at the moment. 	I was an eye-witness of the 

Toolangth fire, and took part in it, 

I am talking more now about your general statements about general 

causes?--Yes. 

Gan you tell the Commission in what way the Toolangi fire commenced; 

you have told us it was on private property. 	Do you le-low 

how it was ignited?- 	o, 

Did you see the outbreak on private property?---I traced it back to 

prima to property, 	I did hot see it commence. 

now far was it from any human habitation, whether tent, house, or 

otherwise?---There were quite a few scattered houses in the 

path of the fire, 

What sort of property was it a big or a small holding?- 	comparatively 

small holding, 

I am not going to ask you for any names at the moment; you can speak 

quite openly, 	Whatarerould be the a rea of t he holdthng to Which 

the fire was traced?---Probable about 50 or GO acres. 

Was there a house cr any building on it?--No. 

A tent or camp?--fro, no habitation of any kind, 

4 a s it scrub or bush country?--Scrub country. 

Can you say what had been the state of t he scrub before the fire 

commenced there ; was it over-grown or spar se ?---It was over-

grown and very dense, 

Do you know to what use it was ordinarily put?---Possibly a little 

rough grazing, 
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It was private property?---Yes. 

I presume there are police inquiries proceeding concerning the orign 

of that fire?..—Yes„ 

MR. GO Ai4S: how did you trace the Toolangi fire back to its source 

on that private property? Was it your own observation or 

from what you heard?--By simply tracing the area which was 

burnt back to its starting point taking t he prevailing wind 

into account, 

Would it have been possible for it to have started on an adjoining 

property and to have bras burnt back to the source that you 

ascribe to it?--It is possible but highly improbable. 

Why do you say it was improbable? I only want to get your reasons?---- 

Because the wind was taking the fire from its starting point 

in the direction which we followed, 	The wind was in such a 

direction that it woad he more or less inpossible for the fire 

to burn back the opposite direction. 

Was the point you fixed as the s ource of t he fire well inside that 

priva to property or near the boundary?---Near the boundary, 

flow far in from the boundary?--Practically right on the boundary, 

and that block of private property is joining other private 

properties. 	It is very hard to fix the boundaries of private 

piroperties in such country. 

Assuming it did pass out of t hat property did it pass through further 

private property?--Through further ririvate property and a 

aril portion of unoccupied Crown lands towards the vicinity 

of the township of '2 oolangi. 

Were those unoccupied Grown lands under the c antro 1 of anybody or any 

authority, or would they be under the control of the Lands 

Department?----They are under t he control of the Lands Defa rtment, 

Is that unoccupied land forest country?--It is timbered country. 

THE OOMMLS,AONER: What is the distinction between forest country 

and timbered country?--I will not draw a distinction; it 

was not first class forest country. 
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MR. GOWARS: It Was not a reserve forest; it was not a protected 

forest withdin the meaning of the Forests Act?--All Cron lands 

are protected forests. 	It was not a reserve forest. 

If it had been a reserve forest it would have been vested in the 

Forests Commission?--That is so. 

But a protected forest can be vested by the Grown in different ways?---

That is so. 	The only control the Forests Gommission has over 

Grown lands is the right to utilise the timber that is growing 

on that land. 

as the Forests Commission EH power to take precautionary measures to 

otoct fbrests by burning off or otherwise clearing? 

THE GOMMIS6IONER: That may be a question of law; you may ask the 

practice. 

t. GOVAN'S: Do you know the practice?---Generally the practice is to 

confine our attention to the areas definitely under our control, 

for the simple reason that Grown lands may be alienated at 

any time. 

When you say areas under your control, do you mean reserve forests 

only?---reserved forests. 

I think you left out one date which might be of assistance, 	Do you 

know the date of the Rubicon fire?--I think that occurred on 

the 10th January. 

I notice that in the maps which have been produced there is no reference 

to the Dromana or Frankston fires; why would that be?---The 

duty of the Forests Commission is to control its own estates. 

We a re not the fire wardens for t he whole of the State of 'Victcri.e 

May we take it these maps only refer to such fires as threatened the 

areas under the control of the Forests Gommisaion.?---Threatened 

or destroyed. 

Do you know of any serious fires other than the ones you have set out 

on these maps?---I have beard of others. 

Gan you tell the Gomsission *at you have heard? 	a know of the 
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Dromana and Frankstbn fires; do you 'mow of any others?-- 

The township of V,,arrandyte. 

Are there any around 13allarat?---I could not answer that question. 

I see Colas is not included in the area marked in purple?--I under-

stand there were quite considerable grass fires in the vicinity 

of Cola°, which I understand caused a certain nyanber of deaths. 

You cannot tell the Commission of any others of a serious nature which 

would not be set out on these maps?---No, 1 do not know of any x*Im 

tithe ra. 

MR. Kam'-S0: Could the witness tell the Commission about the area covered 

by that fire when he saw it first, and when he traced it back 

to this private property - the Toolangi fire? 

TUE commi6ioN: Did you see the fire while it was in progress, or 

when did you see it?---I saw the fire from the 6th January 

until the 9th January, 

MR. KELSO : That would be five de ye aft er it started?---Yes, five days 

after it started. 

Can you say about what size it was then? The question leads to how 

easy or difficult it would be to see how the fire did originate 

if it covered waxen" miles at the time?--When I first saw it 

the fire was burning only in forest land and it covered an area 

of forest land approximately 500 or 600 acres at that particular 

time. 	It was burning on a very small front, possibly half a 

mile wide, and it remained burning like that until Sunday the 

8th when it became out of control. 	I had previously inspected 

the whole of t he area burnt over a week prior to New Year's Day. 

From my knowledge of the country when it was unburit and after 

it was butnt I was able to follyr the course of t hat fire. 

At that time when you had personal contact with the lire, what steps 
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were being taken, and by whom to put it out?—Steps were 

being taken by the resident district officer at Toolangi and 

his crew of mei assisted by myself and another officer. 

COMiAISSIONER: Would you give us his name and whereabouts?----

Unfortunately the two officers assisting me were burnt to death. 

MR. Kid.SO: Did they have any luck in getting that fire out? 	Vas 

fire virtually extinguished and merely smouldering?---No, it 

beat us because of a high wind. 

On the 6th?---lio on the 8th. 

I meant on the 6tb?--On the 6th the fire was causing us not much 

anxiety. 

MR. SWINDON: Have you ever Imown a fire being caused by friction, 

such a s the limbs of trees rubbing together?-- No, I have no 

pe sonal knowledge of that, 

THE COMMIS`IIOWER: Have you any credible information on the point?---- 

No. 

MR. SWINDON: You mentioned the fire at Kinglake started in private 

property and you said it me under control; is there any bush 

fire brigade in that district?---°.'o the best of my knowledge, no. 

TIE; COMMISSIONER: You might give ih e Secretary, if you have them 

available, the ha irleEl of one or t6o of the crew who were with 

those officers who were burnt to death?--Very well, 

TUE WITNESS WI THDREW. 
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11111. (IOWANS: I had hoped to,have available this afternoon some 

evidence from the Meteorological bureau about the tenperatures 

during January- , the humiditya nd prevailing winds. 	However, 

owing to the short space of time they had to get that information 

ready I am afraid that will not be available this afternoon. 

It may be recorded It the next sitting of the Commission. 	I have 

no further evidence I can tender. 
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THE COMMISnIONER.: It is now proposed the next evidence called should 

be on Thursday next. 

MR. GOWANS: I understand that that is so 4, 

THEOOMMISnIONER: 	1-  o is tett evidence called by and what will be the 

nature of that evidence? 

MR. STONEHILL: Mr. Quinn of the Hardwood Millers' Association. 	It will 

be evidence by millers in the or eas devastated by the fire 

as to the effects of the fire in their districts, and it will 

probably cover other around as well. 

MR. SWINDON: The Bush Fire Brigades Executive is formulating its csse 

next Tuesday, and it will be ready on ,:ednesday of next week, 

There.) will be some dettl and suggestions for the prevention 

of fires. 

THE COMMISeIONM: I do not know whet °curse we are going to take. 

I do not suppose you gentlemen will find it convenient to 

becon camp followers and fbllow this Commission around the 

county side, nowever, 	i can give you the assurance that 

if you have evidence to call a time will be made so that you 

will be duly heard. 	I think perhapst he best thing would be 

to keep in touch with the Secretary or Mr. rowans on the matter. 

I are anxious to get o:' to the sites and obtain evidence from 

people closely associated with the disaster. 	At the moment, 

not having given it much thought I think perhaps eour evidence 

would be better later on when we have have seen what has happened? 

MR. SWINDON: We W ill be p re pa red any time after  Tuesday next. 	If we 

receive due notice we will have Th  The necessary evidence ready. 

M.R. GOWANS: I suggest if any of these bodies represented here today 

have the names of firsthand witnesses in any of the areas they 

miniht get in toech with the Secretary and let him know theft , 

 name s a rd addresses. 

THE OONaISIO -Neli: If you have evidenee of a first hand nature the 
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Commission would be obliged if you would indicate the names 

of the witnesses, and the general trend of their evidence,to 

the Sectotary. 	If any of' you who wish to have a copy of the 

Commission issued to me Mr. Carbines will make it available 

for the purpose of having it copied. 

MR, GOWANS: I suggest the Commission might occupy itself on a private 

sitting tomorrow and if other evidence was available we would 

go ahead on Thursday, Vie could take the evidence of t he 

Weather Bureau an the witnesses called by the Hardwood Milled 

Association, 	After that I suppose it would depend on what 

evidence is available, 

THE COMMIS'S IONT1-3: We will adjourn the labile sitting of t hi e Ceemnise ion 

until Thirsday of this week. 

MR. GOWANS: I have just been infbeened there is somebody from the 

trieetber Bureau here now and the Commission may *possible take 

some evidence before the adjournment, 

THE CONNISSIONM: Very well, 

JAMES Chi AR Re  FO LEY, Sworn aria Examined: 

MR. (.1011'.'A1\G: That is your full harm ?---James Charles Foley and I am an 

officer of the Meteorological Bureau, t he supervising 

Meteorologist, 

Have you some information to furnish to the Commission with regard 

to the temperatures throughout the State of Victoria ie the 

month of January?--- Yee. 

THE COMUSSIONER: Have you tient set out in written form?---I have it 

partly in written form, 	I should explain I had to come at 

very short notice and I did not have time to get things ready 

properly, 	I have copies of the daily 9 a.m. reports for 

Victorian stations which I produce, 

THE COMMISSIONER: We do not want the whole of Victoria. 

MR. CT MANS.: I suppose they are all together?--yes. 	I have 

temperatures for Melbourne, not particular areas *  
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ellE COMMISSIONER: By whom are those eoeies compiled?---By officers 

on the ste ff, from telegraphic reports received in the mor&ing 

of each day, 	These I produce are copies of weather bulletins 

for Victoria and they commence on January 7th and go on to 

January 14th inclusive. 

MR. (IOWANS: Are there any other reports for Januer y prior to the 7th 

and subsequent to the 14th?---I could get them, but I did not 

think the Commi ss ion would requ ire them, 

(IOWANS: I will now put in the copies of t he weather bulletin for 

Victoria from the gommonwealth meteorological Bureau from 

January 7th until January 14th inclusive. 

	EXHIBIT "K".,...... ...... 	 of Veather Bulletin* 

WITNESS: I produce our rainfall maps showing monthly rainfall from 

July 1938 to December 1938 which are out in to show those month 

have been exceptionally dry. 

TIE CON -1'101\TER: Do they only give the particular information about 

those months?--- Yes. They show a comparison wi th the average 

of previous years, 

Do you say in general terms it is a very dry season?---yes. 

From what time of last year, that is 1938, did it become manifest we were 

going to have a very dry season?--Putting it in those terms, we 

cannot tell in advance, These reports show from July onwards 

it was very dry* 	There is also a map for the year 1938 showing 

it was a very dry year compared with normal years, 

as it very dry in eompartson?--Exeeptionally dry, "ee have not 

worked out comparisons for the particular a reas covered by the 

fires, but in some parts of th e state it was the driest on 

record for the three months, September, October, November, 

Taking t he north and north-east of the State, does thEt general statement 

you have made apply there, tht it was one ofthe driest on 

record?--I should say it was one of the driest on record. 
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MR. GO.A.NS: The Commission may desire these records which contain 

general statements of weather over Victoria for the year 1938. 

The Commission may desire to have a general resume of that. 

THE COMMISSIONER: Yes, I think that may be put in *  

	...EXHIBIT 	 General Sta tements of weather 
over Victoria . 

TEC VaTNESS: This statement produced is only written in lead pencil 

and perhaps in that form it may not be acceptable. 

Thi; 0101I SS I OBER : That is all right, as long as it is legible?---E' ith 

regard to the average day to day maximum temperatures at 

Melbourne from about the 21st December until the end of 

January, it shows in particular the high readings oft he 

8th, 10th and 13th. 

Is that in Melbourne alone?---Yes. 	The readings of the 10th and 13th 

were the highest on record for Melbourne, and it may be 

presumed the temperatures recorded in the bush fire areas were 

correspondingly higher than in other years. 

MR. GU:VANS: That may be put in for what it is worth as giving some 

general indication. 

Ti.LE COMMISSION:1-Z: Very well. 

	EXHIBIT "1" 	 Day to day maximum temperatures at 
Melbourne on 21st December until 
the erd of January. 

THE WITNESS.: The other documents I have are all official records, of 

Which those documents I produce are copies. 	I brought the 

official records for reference, if necessary. 

THE COMMISSIONER: We w ill not trouble a bout those. 	Mr. Govrans, is 

there anything in those records you want to bring before the 

Commission? 

MR. crolniliis 	I have not seen them. 

THE COMMISSIONER: I think the witness has proved it was very dry - and very 

hot, 

IR*  GOWANS: Have you any information with regard to the humidity in 
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January?---I have not those here but I c ould produce them 

if required, 
Gould you furnish that information by Thursday?---Yes, 

I understand the question. of humidity has a lot to do with the outbreak 

of fires, 	Can you give the Commission any information of t he  

prevailing winds over' Victoria through January?---Unfortunately 

our records of winds are very incomplete, 	All I can really 

give the Commission is the record of winds at "eelbourne, except 

what are shown at 9 a m on those reports, that is, the daily 

bull. t ins. 

TUE COMMISSIONER: That will not help us very much, 	Taking the first lase 

half of January, speaking generally, what was the general tendency 

and force of the winds in Victoria?--Moderate, mainly - light 

to moderate, 

In lobs t direction?--erom what I remember- of it there was a preference 

of southerlies - bursting into northerlies just on those few 

hot days. 

Mate GOiesill*i I presume we will be able to obtain that information Locally? 

MR, GLKANS: Yes, 	(To witne ss) s 	oul d you mind netting one see those 

offic lel records to se() if there is anything of value there?---- 

These are daily rainfall o w  

Meyer° tip basis of the maps? -Yes, the others are curves of 

temperature and barometric pressure, 	I brought them for 

reference really, 

THE COMMISSIONER: Very well, we will not require those . 

THE yu ITNESS IN ITHDREW, 

THE COMMISSIONER: The public sitting of this Commission stands 

adjourned until 10 o'clock on Thursday next, 
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